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CHAPTER I. 

THE TORRENT: ITS WORK OF DEATH. 

FROM the summit, or from the flanks 

of the mountain, issues a thread of 

wild waters, which rushes forward, 

and dashes headlong, as if in haste, 

fi·om its very outset, to shorten the 

long road it must follow before it can 

reach the infinity of the great Sea. 

According to the hours and the 

seasons it varies its aspects, so that 

it is never the same. It does not 

resemble the brook, the innocent child 

of the spring, of the undulating cas

cade ; its origin is more austere. 

Little as at first it appears, on its 

departure from the summit of the 

Alps, it has already the impetus of 

a river. Yonder green glaucous glacier, 

which you see twisting along the 

mountain-sides; those snows which, 

higher still, stretch their cold shroud 
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abroad,-behold in these its well-head! It is more than a flowing 

river; down the abrupt descent it rolls like an avalanche of mighty 

waters. To see its bristling eddies, who would think it immovable 1 

With its enormous weight, does it not crush and overwhelm tho 

valley? 

A force more powerful than gravitation holds it back-namely, 

cohesion. But a subtle spirit penetrates it and dissolves it in de!Jail 

-the sun, the hot winds of Africa, the Foohn, the Autan-which 

nothing can resist. The torrent has only to flow. In the hot days 

of the storm, when the sun burns athwart the ·milky vapours of 

the sky, it swells, it assumes its grave low tone, it becomes imposing. 

The narrow valley, close and confined, which pants. under the 

oppression, summons from on high its vivifying powers. It would 

seem, indeed, as if the river of ice responds to this desir:e; hastening 

and winding towards it. Thanks to its rapid impulse, those gray, 

labouring, and mortally cold waters, with which the Sea of Death 

supplies it, reanimate, grow electric, and resume a soul, as it were, 

after many centuries of captivity. Left to itself, it would dart 

forward, like the lightning. But in its earliest course it is arrested 

and checked by obstacles. The strong compact army of blac~ firs 

divides it, and slackens its march; the shatteted rocks obstruct its 

progress. Starting from such a height, it supposed that its only duty 

was to suffer itself to descend; and, lo! it finds already that it must 

labour and strive. 

The heroic struggle, in all its various phases, fills the mountain 

with voice and animation. But for this the scene would be silent and 

dead, by dint of its very grandeur. The young torrent, bold even as 

we are at the opening of life, in its juvenile vivacity gives to these 

cold and solemn forms which hover there on high movement, and 

respiration, and progress; ay, and-if I may dare to say so-passion ! 

Nothing is more impressive or more pathetic than to see the moun-
' tain-torrent wrestle and recede, in the whirl of the desperate combat. 
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It gives you the vertigo when, under the open sky, it tumbles from fall 

-to fall, from a height., perhaps, of twelve thousand feet, like the Rhine 

of the Bernina. From the road which skirts the precipice you see it 

on its course. Across its uneven route the great rocks have fallen, and 

formed a Titanic accumulation. They lie, all those giants of stone, 

motionless, before the invincible impetus of the "wild water." But 

when one is a tonent one does not allow one's-self to be conquered. 

So it climbs the boulders, a,nd you may also hear its waters sapping 

them underneath. Above, it leaps, it rises in vaults of dazzling crys

tals ; it leaps through the fissures; it is the sheaf, the gerb of a 

gigantic fountain. Lower down, crushed back by an enemy stronger 

than it expected, it recedes for a moment into its channel, whirling 

and hurling volumes of foam. Splendid rainbows span it with arches 

of light. Beneath, a fire of diamonds sparkles. 

The firs, taciturn genii ! preside over the infernal combat. But 

at last the fierce contention subsides, and everything is silent. The 

two banks drawing nearer together, shut in the troubled stream. Has 

it then disappeared, sunken in the depths ? Look through the gloomy 

crevasse at your feet. - From the bottom of its night, do you not 

hear a hoarse murmur still? If you launch a stone, the cold wind 

lifts it at first, and drives it back against the sides of the ravine; but 

·in a moment you hear a last dull, funereal shock, like the sound of a 

landslip in .a ditch. The stone has been engulfed and reduced into 

powder, at a depth of eighteen hundred feet. "Thou wilt ever and 

for ever carry on thy work of excavation, gloomy torrent of the Vic6 
Mala! The snows and the glaciers which feed thee are far from 

being exhausted." 

But is it just that thou, whom I greet again on emerging from the 

night, should come upon me with muddy waters? All is now sad and 

desolate on thy banks; life itself has taken leave of thee. Some 

meagre trees, sullied with thy black mud, alone behold thy course. 

Thou art less terrible, however, less invincible, than at thy starting· 

point. Thy bed is broadened, thy slope diminished, and everything 

mourns as thou goest on thy way of humiliation. We are sensible 
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of an oppressed nature, the prey of blind elements. The mountain is 

livid or sombre; the wind blows as if affrighted; the sky, sicklied 

with floods of dust, sends to us a rayless light. 

We are between Thusis and Reichenau, in the land of the storms. 

Yonder, on the ruined rocks, they wage their battles, sweeping down

ward when unforeseen and terrible, plucking from the mountain-sides 

the heavy stones, the black slates, the last remains of the ancient 

forests. 

Everything rolls onward with the torrent. Everything must now 

give way to it. It flies, as in the Void, and the eye can scarcely 

follow its track. It is a flash of lightning. 

Elsewhere, however, I have seen images of a gloomier desolation 

and a deadlier death. In our French Alps, I have seen the torrent 

subject everything to its fatal power, rejoicing over a world of ruiu. 

Man long ago fled from these regions of terror. He left behind 

him his villages engulfed, his valleys filled up, his woods converted 

into the channels of the waters. And there they fly, and rush to 

and. fro, in all directions, and devour or bury the earth, according to 

their appetites and caprices. Their names are significant. Thus, one, 

the Hctwlc, swoops down on its prey like the eagle; no means exist 

of escaping from it. Another, the Famished, cries aloud that it is an 

hungered. And a third, the Enmged, howls madly, as it bites and 

tears the sides of its mother. 

1'he traveller who would fain set out in the morning from Gap or 

Embrun, never ventures forth until he has interrogated the sky. If it 

is lowering, he prudently remains at home. For at night the stony · 

ravine, whither he would have jolted in his car, will roll down a deluge 

of stones and mud to cover the valley. 

Upon these loosely-rooted Alps, the last-born of a late upheaval, 

such dangers are always to be dreaded. The granite, in uplifting and 

piercing the recent alluvium, has thrown the broken masses behind 

it in ruinous disorder . . If they had but for their protection some thin 

garment-at the least, trees, brushwood, or turf-but no; they are 
I 
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wholly defenceless. White with the ghastly whiteness of the bones of 

the dead, they face the south, the dry Provence, the thirsty and burn

ing wind of Africa. Upon these crumbling limestones, these coarser 

aggregations, the combinations of the elements are more rapid than 

on the primeval rocks; bald as they are, the granite mountains are 

not ravaged, for cataracts instead of torrents roll down their flanks. 

But that which has once had life, and which of the cleb1·is of 

life makes no new work, becomes fatally the prey of wild agents. 

Each gnaws at it after its own fashion,-air, water, light, heat, the 

chemistry of vital force. Under the protective veil of the forests, a 

pacific intermediary has regulated the savage action. 

Our Alps have no more forests; on all sides we see nothing but 

pale and ghastly cirques, with immense mouths turned to the heavens, 

which seem to demand their prey. For whole months a death-silence 

hovers above them. Not a cloud passes ; not even a drop of dew 

slakes the thirst of these arenas of fire. Every summer, the sun 

converts their yawning funnels into pitiless reflectors. The burned 

rock, reduced to ashes, bares itself beneath your footsteps; you sink 

up to your knees in dust where, a year ago, the torrent swept every

thing before it ! 

Towards autumn, a singular phenomenon occurs, analogous to 

that which is displayed in the whirlpools of the ocean. Gradually, 

everything is drawn thither. The seemingly motionless water is carried 

to this one spot. The very force of the attraction makes its immobility 

apparent. By degrees, as it approaches the abyss, its motion grows 

visible, and assumes a thunderous intensity. It is the summons of the 

Void ! The frail boat, the powerful ship, once drawn within the fatal 

circle, precipitate themselves into it as if they were fascinated-were 

rushing into annihilation. In a moment, all has grown dark 

Around these accursed cirques, the attraction is the same. It is still 

mid-day. In the morning, the sun rose palely in the mist, the air was 

heavy as lead. Gray clouds have gradually overspread the horizon, 

and smoky streaks and yellow coppery tints have mingled with them. 
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Sombre and fierce is the aspect of the sky. Under the blackness of 

heaven, the amphitheatre has grown horrible! It might be compared 

to a phantom, watching under its shroud. 

Nothing is astir as yet, and one feels that something terrible is 

looming. But the period of expectancy is brief. All rushes down at 

once. The electric storm has neither time nor duration. The whirl

pool cannot receive everything. Broad at the opening, below it has 

the narrow neck of a funnel. And yet the water-spout pours itself 

forth at a single stroke. Hence arise gigantic struggles, and mad 

excesses, and tossings, and wild efforts of stones and mud to rise and 

regain the summit. The air, pressed back by the heavy mass below, 

escapes with a roar. It marches in the van; and it too works every

where its work of death. It raises great stones like bits of straw, 

breaks down bridges, . sweeps away houses, and converts the entire 

region into a desert. 

It is no unfrequent occurrence that several torrents should toil in 

concert; they hasten from the lateral valleys to convey their tribute 

of ruins. ·when they encounter, the collision is terrible. The heaviest 

masses seem no longer to obey the laws of gravitation, but discharge 

themselves like grape-shot in the air. 

The great torrent, swollen by its tributaries, can find no space in 

its narrow gorge for its descent. It undermines and it assaults the 

buttresses of the ravine. If, from above, the cliff resists, it saps it 

underneath. We feel at a distance the trembling of the soil, and the 

oscillation of the mountain in the empty space. On issuing from this 

triumphant war, it advances like a wall of mud, or rather of hideous 

black lava. The stones follow, rolling down with peals of thunder. 

All the mountain-echoes ominously respond. 

It halts. It has finished its work. The Drac and the Durance,

two torrential rivers,-will carry its debris for leagues and leagues 

beyond. They too owe their existence to the storms. 

Yesterday, you might walk dry-footed across the bed of the 

Durance, though it is two thousand feet in width. In one narrow 
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gully a little water slowly filtered along. To-day, it is three hundred 

feet, but no trace of its bed. Fantastic, and driven about in all 

directions, it spreads abroad, but never excavates. If an obstacle 

arises, it pauses, diverges elsewhere, and changes its current. The 

abandoned channel becomes again a shore-a shore of mud and pebbles. 

" Until the next storm!" This is the adieu of the foolish inconstant. 

Yet to-morrow, it may be, it will return to the sad, drear waste it had 

deserted. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE TORRENT-ITS WORK OF LIFE-THE AVEYRON. 

NATURE is maternal, and does not love revolutions. 

Torrents, far from being destined to ravage the world, are one 

of its living forces. They set in motion the great circulation of the 

fresh waters, which, in an everlasting interchange, flow as rivers into 

the sea, and return in vapours to the mountain. 

Their action, says M. SuiTel, who has very closely observed them, is 

like that of other water-courses, and is exaggerated only by their over

great rapidity. Instead of flowing, they thunder impetuously forward. 

But are they truly responsible 1 Ask rather of the woodman what 

he has done for centuries with those courageous athletes, the oaks, the 

beeches, the larches, and the firs, which with serried ranks, like those 

of an army in battle, covered and supported the mountain-flanks 1 

The torrent might war as it willed, might long to hurry forward; ,. 
but its young ardour was moderated by these venerable guardians. 
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They compelled it to trickle between their ancient colonnades, to lose 

itself under the breadths of moss extended at their feet. Then, in 

truth, its course was much more picturesque, and the mountain was 

fuller of life. But one day man said to the forest: "Thou art useless 

but to eat up the earth which would otherwise furnish me with 

grain; " and he felled the forest. When the torrent came down, it met 

with no more resistance.; it carried away the rock; it inundated the 

field of corn. And as the years went by its force became more and 

more terrible, until, at last, it swallowed up and destroyed the valley. · 

On high, some remains of the forest, guarded by their inaccessible 

position, attempted to hold their ground. But, undermined by the 

wild torrent, they were, in their turn, compelled to submit and descend. 

The mountain, formerly covered with verdure, no longer showed aught 

but bones. 

Then, as over everything that is lifeless, began the war of elements; 

a desperate war, which added lamentation to lamentation, and death 

to death. 

Is there any remedy for this death of deaths? None, but to leave 

Nature to herself. 

If, on this devastated land, you will but spare the rodent tooth of 

the sheep and the goat, the mountain, pitying its wounds, will heal 

them of its own accord. In the depth of the funnels-that is, at the 

end of one or two of them-you will detect a little greenness. Dwarf 

grasses at first; and next, sweet slender trees. 1Jnder the light 

shade of this miniature forest, hosts of shrubs will seek shelter. 

Five or six years have elapsed since the last disaster, and, behold, 

the destroying tempest has grown reasonable. Always ready for great 

labours, it is no longer prompt to devastation. The labourer finds in it 

a beneficent auxiliary, the friend of bygone times. 

It hastens to the ocean. But how far away it is !-yonder, yonder 

-the great Sea! From its high position can it not at least behold the 

term of its voyage 1 Most frequently it sees only the high rampart 

erect before it, which says to it, " Thou shalt not pass ! " But, never-
16 
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onward. But gentle as might ue the decline, fatally it was drawn 

adown it. And now, see! it has descended to a field of battle. Fare

well to the verdant valley, and its beautiful light! I see the Night 

hastening towards it. But our child of the south does not hesitate; it 

courageously plunges, and has disappeared. In the chaos of piled-up 

rocks everything is confused. The expanded granite of the central 

plateau of France; the heavy metals, lead, and copper, and iron. The 

schists and the limestones traversed by their fiery furrows have grown 

vitrified by coming into contact with them. In their torment, they 

have hastened onward in convulsive waves,-in the undulations, so 

to speak, of an irritated gigantic reptile, shrieking and lamenting in 

its supreme agony. 

It is in the heart of this mountain, at so many metallized points, 

that the Aveyron has accomplished its mighty labour. Everywhere 

the pages may be seen written in impressive characters; but whatever 

its patience in the days of calm, or its power in the days of wrath, 

it has met with resistances too frequently unconquerable. Stone has 

yielded to it; but the inflexible minerals have borne down its perse

Yering efforts, and remained intact. 

Hence has arisen a wholly special style of architecture, strange 

and capricious. Under the low crypts, and in the gloomy caYerns, 

we think we follow the labour of a miner uncertainly pursuing a 

vein which flies before him. It has fumbled, and questioned, and 

excavated, and then abandoned the breaches made in the sides of the 

mountain, and resumed its sinuous march across the windings of it-s 

own labyrinth. 

Above these great struggles the landscape is severe. The revo

lutions of Nature have saddened the country. And for whole hours 

the contemplative shepherds follow up with motionless glance one 

knows not what individual object. 

And if a woodman's song accompanies the wail of the axe, as the 

latter strikes at the heart of the oak, it is sad, pitiful, and mrmo

tonons. 

The torrent, pursuing its undermining operations, has uncoiled its 
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folds from Najar to Saint Antonin. There it reposes. As n.t its cradle, 

the n.ncient rock offers to it its softened sides. The valley is enlarged, 

n.nd it lingers within it, doubling its route by gentle sinuosities. But 

the respite is short. The valley closes up again; work is resumed 

with more energy than ever. The stone has become iron. 

From Lexos to Bruniquet the waters are red of colour; the cliff 

rears itself like a red wall; the sheep, and the peasant clothed in its 

wool, are defined in red upon the reddened land. The oaks, obsti

nately struggling to live on this rebellious soil, stand detached against 

the sky in the tortured attitudes of" suffering athletes." 

Courage, dear current ! Swell and contract thy folds ! Assist 

thyself with the greater rapidity of the incline, and be thou conqueror! 

The celebrated rocks of Saint Antonin, of Penne, and of Bruniquet, 

are eternal witnesses to thy labours. 

I have pursued the natural pn.th, and descended the A veyror.. 

But he who would gain a stronger impression ought to remount its 

course, and slowly follow up its banks. Not in the spring, when all 

earth is smiling; and not in the summer. In these deep gorges, when 

the heat is concentrated, the appe~ls to the storm are too frequent. 

But in the autumn, which is the true season of travel for these austere 

scenes, with their grand melancholy shades. 

They envelop you all at once. From the luminotls plain you pass 

without transition into the gloomy, narrow gorge which seems to 

have no issue. 

At the entrance of this mysterious world, one does not feel one's

self reassured. The tonent works in its night with hoarse corn

plainings. The bank is scarped; the mountain overhangs it, bristling 

and threatening, and this not only with its peaks and crumbling stones. 

but at each turn of the torrent, and at the points most easily defended, 

a strong castle rears itself on high. From Bruniquet to Villefranche 

there are thirty planted upon the Aveyron. What were they to 

the subjacent country? Its guardians, or its oppressors? 
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See them in their ruins, proud and lofty, and even to-day of 

sinister aspect; they speak of no good deeds. 

Each one of these fastnesses is, as it were, the eyrie of the eagle, 

which isolates itself, and which hovers on the watch for prey. Woe 

to him who comes under its tawny eye ! 

Traveller! cling close to the mounta,in, and guard thyself from 

the murderous arquebus. Light as may be thy viaticum, it will 

tempt him who lies in wait for thee. Thou lookest above, seest 

nothing, and art reassured. But he has caught sight of thee through 

the thickness of his dumb wall. The arrow is let go ;-it is 

done! No! the Aveyron has concealed him, and placed him safely 

in its deep caves, from which he will not emerge until the doubtful 

evening hour, when all things are hidden under the veil of the oaks, 

and in the vapours of the mist. 

Fortunate those who have nothing to do but move onward! In 

times less remote, times of savage persecution, how many proscribed 

wretche~, who had no longer any tie of country, returned to the 

torrent, and buried themselves in the recesses of its caverns! Poor 

birds of night, for whom God had prepared no evening harvest ! 

Often the dawn saw them steal back to their hiding-places weary and 

famished. 

Observe that the sentiment which moves me in my natal torrent 

is, that notwithstanding its gloom and its wildness, it was at all 

times the protector of the oppressed. 

When the railroad, travelling more quickly than the torrent, shall 

pierce the buttresses which it has sculptured, what will it find? The 

soul of our fathers completely buried. They had lived there, on 

issuing from the hands of God. And all which was most truly them

selves lies there still, as if on the preceding evening only they had 

fall en asleep. 

They lie there, - with their arts, and their domestic animals. 

And all seems like an image of peace. The shelter had been a 

secure one; this is evident from their work, which dema.nded a 
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patient labour, considering the ungrateful instruments they made 

use of. 

No one had touched these relics. The sole labour of ages was to 
increase their number. All around extended the subterranean villages. 

All around the dolmens stood erect, and the barrows rose into hills, 

where the warriors of Gaul and their gods had found repose. 

Of all these monuments, caverns, tumuli, dolmens, few,-how very 

few !-of us know the meaning. Of the tragic memorials which are 

elevated on high, the shepherd and the woodman know not the his

tory, and scarcely a few legends. 

But that which was the soul of the country, for them lms been 

unable to die, and will never die. That soul is embodied in the 

wildly melancholy songs which they know by heart, which they con

stantly preserve, which memory has transmitted from father to son. 

This soul it is which lives and answers in the Echo. It passes, and 

fills the silent oaks with shudders. More plaintively it breathes in 

the evening wind, and draws a deeper sorrow from the solitary moor

land. All will whisp~r to you: "It is the Spirit!" The Spirit which 

fiTst inhabited the country,-the Fairy, the "Fado." They fear and 

yet pursue her; desirous of seeing her as she circles in the clear moon

light around shaking rocks; or, on stormy nights, fantastically dances 

above the troubled waters of the Aveyron. They feel clearly that she 

is the queen and the mistress, the ancient ruler of the country; that 

man is the last comer. Though he may disappear, she will remam; 

faithful, until the close of the ages, to her torrent. 



CHAPTER III. 

META:IIIORPHOSES OF THE WATER-THE BlWOI\

THE RIVER. 

IT was a beautiful hour of the world, the dawn 

of a day entirely new, when, above the bitter 

waters, on the first nascent island, in a night calm 

and serene, was deposited the first drop of dew. 

A tiny, limpid, but too fugitive pearl of 

dew ! A live ray leaped from it, a flash of 

light; and behold, it was no more! 

It matters not: a grand and fertile divorce 

was accomplished on that night. From the 

saline, heavy, and glaucous waters had risen 

into a sportive liberty the innocent soul of the 

fresh waters. Under a thousand formf; they 

came to work out the work of life. 
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Time has moved forward. The little islet, at first scarcely detached 

from the sea, has risen higher and higher, and enlarged its shores. 

And now it has become a land so large and lofty, that it scarcely even 

hears as a feeble echo the voice of the sea which once rolled at its base 

its continuous sighs. 

Who would believe that that voice, so distinct in its personality, 

was born on the shores where algre and equisetre and reeds extend the 

melancholy of their pale verdure, in which no appearance of change is 

ever seen? 

. Upon earth, wherever the fresh water circulates, or even does but 

betray its presence, how everything grows animated ! What a rich 

variety of tints ! With what a profound glance you contemplate those 

mosses nourished by the moisture of the rock ! On the humid meadow, 

which a bright morning gleam irradiates, how intense is the green, and 

how you feel that the small, fine, and succulent grass is alive ! The 

trees have flourished above it. Not one is like unto it. The willows 

and the alders, with their paling foliage, remind us of the melancholies 

of the sea; but on higher ground, the green poplars spring aloft. By 

the side of the pensive elm, in the austere shades, light re-issues and 

re-kindles from the silicious leafage of the oak. On the mountain the 

fresh verdure of the beech enlivens the sombre fir, and relieves the 

sadness of its mourning. 

Adieu to the monotony of uniform landscapes ! The sky above 

seems every moment changing; whether its deep azure glance pierces 

through the mists, whether it decorates itself with a inother-of-pearl 

lustre, or swaddles itself with white fleecy vapours, or whether in the 

glories of the evening it improvises enchanted palaces, and towers, 

and fantastic bridges, where the chimeras and winged dragons of 

another age pass to and fro. 

Beneath, the scenes do not shift so rapidly. Whatever seizes on 

your 'imagination or fixes your attention, does not vanish like a dream. 

The sunken vapours have changed into limpid waters. Earth has 

caught in them a glance at her physiognomy, and has seen herself for 

the first time in the mirror of the slumbering lakes. 

And through the progress of the waters she, our mother Earth, has 
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gained a Voice. Long have they seemed petrified and dumb-those 

high mountains resting motionless under their snows !-but from their 

awakened waters in the spring-time comes a mighty language. Their 

vi.vacity seems a betraying sign of humours, characters,-and I might 

almost say, of passions. Has Earth then gained a soul? 

This hurrying, flowing, or dreaming water is a Proteus, incessantly 

changing in itself, and in all which it produces. The drop of dew 

held an infinity, the infinity of an impulse towards the upper life! 

In proportion as the earth enlarged, and clispensed its waters upon 

organized bodies, these waters floated less and less in the form of 

vapours, and less readily assumed the condition of rain. Our mother, 

who c::.n endow her children with identical quantities only, will mul

tiply them in no other way than by givi.ng them refined and sub

tilizcd forms which the old world had ignored. 

Growing lighter than the air, they rise. Supported and directed 

by its airy pinions, the bird will mount, and traverse the cloud. The. 

lively dragon-fly will skim the water in its jerky flight. The 

ephemera who is born, lives, and dies in an evening ray, the victim of 

a cruel destiny,-perhaps of the keen-eyed kingfisher,-still ventures 

tremblingly towards the shore. 

In like mannner, the relieved plant, sympathizing with the light, 
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detaches from the uniform green 

of its foliage a certain undefinable 

little, luminous, coloured organism. 

It is the flower! And in its aerial 

forms, its ascending emanations, its 

pollen which makes so many voy

ages, this, too-this flower- had 

wings. 

The Wing and the Flower were 

both born on the same day. 

Ah, see with how many .graces 

the fresh water has embellished the 

Earth ! ·when she is present, the 

good nymphs, the Plants, with a 

pathetic charm, mark the diversity 

of the weather, and the circle of 

the seasons. The leaf is born, and 

it falls. The flower expands, and it . 

fades. After the melancholies of the 

sea, of which we have spoken, other 

melancholies come into existence. 

The death and the life which passed 

away insensibly, to-day are no longer 

obscure. 

But these melancholies are full 

of softness and hidden promises. 

The leaf only falls, to leave its soul 

behind in the young bud, its chilJ, 

and its hope. 

In which we shall find our own; 

the idea, the certainty of our resur

rection. We too shall revive, shall 

bloom again, exalted in stature, and 

richer in life. 

251 
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However great may be the Earth's maternal affection, she cannot 

give to her children all that she receives from the sky-rains, snows, 

and fogs. Always at a distance from the sea, she perceives no more of 
it than its damp breath borne upon the winds. In winter these bur

dened winds sweep closely over her surface, and lighten themselves of 

their burden in order to reascend. The ~rees, at that season, are 

asleep; the air is satiated with drinking-in the laggard mists. All 

that descends turns to the Earth's advantage. The rains filter through 

the soil and penetrate it. They come from the other end of the world, 

from the great Southern seas, where summer is now prevailing. They 

have voyaged long, and drank in the rays of the light, the electricity 

of the storms. They carry with them deep into her interior that 

which in her profound recesses will feel but little of the glance of the 

sun, of all which inspires life. 

A happy gift, which, in her wise prudence, she for ever guanJs, 

stores up, and preserves. In her bosom the fire also circulates, nnd 

burning furnaces are at work. Through this cal_\se it is that, in nn 

nlternative and regular equilibrium, she raises up <;>r depresses her con· 

tinents. It is through .this means that she respires. But without 

the help of water, in the expansion of its vapour, this fire would 

prove but an inert force. With the aid of water impregnated by 

air and light, tl1e active Earth toils at her internal chemistry. In her 

mysterious forge she fabricates the metals, and carries out the grand 

and unbroken law of transformation. And through her volcanic 

mouths rises her respiration, alternating in warm and prolific vapours. 

Of all those wn,ters which Ertrth has concealed from us, many, 

nevertheless, must see the light again. Often they come from a 

distance, accomplishing long subterranean voyages before they can 

emerge fi·om the night. They long to flow! The uinter-frost has 

sealed up the fountain. The voice of the waters is everywhere dumb. 

It is the time of repose and sleep. The Earth holds them in concea1-

ment, and at rest, until the season of work returns. 

Behold, it has returned! The fields are again m blossom. The 
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sky throws off its clouds that the heat may more readily reach us. 

Everything 1s now alive, and everything is athirst. Springs, 

fountains, awake! It seems as if their confused pattering filled 

the air. 

From the hard rock, which I thought all inert, a light fu6ritive 

movement escapes which sinks softly into the moss. It is a trail 

of shining water, just sufficient to slake a bird's appetite. Still less 

noise is made by the tiny stream which falls in tiny drops, and 

excavates yonder pretty basin by the weight of her tears. 

But the water which issues from below, in eddy and whirl, I know 

full well. Winter has not been able to arrest its course. It matters 

not that Nature still lies asleep, so far as vegetation is concerned. It 

is not the clear spring water intended to quench man's thirst-the 

sober water which filters the light atomic salts of so much usefulness 

to all organic existence. The daughter of the fiery depths, she bears 

a burning life. Heavy, and loaded with a frequently repellent odour, 

one would think her unwholesome. She does not seem to tempt you, 

but rather to say: "Take care." Not the less is it through this 

powerful magician, that the Earth, compassionate to all her chil

dren, raises them up in their times of weakness, reanimates their 
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langour, gives them health and strength, and a second time creates 

them. 

Upon this bare mountain, where nothing grows, where the 

naked rock glitters and burns, what is the meaning of yonder little 

white flame ? It does not go very far, and returns always to the 

same spot. The sky, which has shone like brass for many months, 

and the thirsty air, cry aloud for water. I expect to see the little 

flame ascending and vanishing; but no, it clings to the sides of the 

mountain as if it would fain re-enter the stone. 

And this, because slze is still tlwre; she who is no more. Formerly, 

under the leafy screen of the beeches, she glided, and she chattered

the mute captive of to-day-for everything solicited and protected her. 

The active roots drank from her waters in order to feed the foliage; 

the leaves in their turn sheltered her from the summer. But the sacri

legious hatchet which felled the beeches has exhausted the tears of 

the spring. She can no longer reveal herself except by yonder little 

floating cloud which will not quit her. It is her constant protesta

tion. It says that she i~ lurking there below; that she is living and 

wa,iting in the hope of future escape. Let man but restore to the 

mountain its clothing, its trees, its meadows, and the stream will 

gradua,lly reappear, and throw off the fatal enchantment. 

From the gently discharged urn, the brook springs into birth. Its 

limpid waters descend with a murmur; they travel along their bed of 

granite. What avail will be its tiny work against so great a resist

ance ? Very little; just so much as the hard silex will be willing to 

yield it; some atoms, some shining spangles, which, from afar, sparkle 

against the pebbles. With its tender warble it calls and tempts you. 

Do not fear it. The mountaineer will tell you what it is worth. It 

is made of good spring water. It is life. Even in the summer, when 

the violent breath of the Fcehn abruptly delivers all the waters, and 

swells the fountains, it does not flow much more quickly. The incline 

is so gentle, that it scarcely perceives how it is enticed along. It wears 
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an air of meditation. It wavers from one bank to the other, as if to 

examine both sides of the pasture it has made so green. The road 

which it must follow is a long one, and yet how it turns, and twists, 

and falls back upon itself, ever and ever, as if to lengthen it. And 

this it does because its course is so very fair. There are so many 

lilies spread upon its surface, and the trees spread over it suit a 

grateful shade ! Why should it not delay ? I think, however, that 

it reaches its goal ! But, alas, alas, it falls there ! It is no more ! 

The land has suddenly failed it. Of all that was, a light vapour only 

remams. Fallen from so high, and with so little power of resistance, 

will she ever go lower ? 

This, notwithstanding, my beloved little brook, is an agreeable 

variety in your travel-to be carried away for a moment into the 

atmosphere, to possess wings ! "But shall I recover myself again ? 

Alas ! what will become of me ? " 

I was reassured as to its tate by the cascades, which, swollen with 

numerous brooks, shoot downwards, displaying their treasures, or 

wearily abandoning them all at once. 

These have voices of their own, grave or light, plaintive or pro

found. We fancy we hear a crowd of individuals speaking, whis

pering, moaning. In the luminous nights they seem to balance 

themselves fantastically, or they take to flight as if hurried along by 

some supernatural power beneath the black firs. 
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This, too, is but a moment's life for the 

water, a moment's dream. I hear anew 

another well-known voice of silvery crystal. 

It is the brook ! It has recovered from its 

swoon, and flows as if nothing had happened 

to it. 

But whither will it tend? Whither speed 

the springs, and the tonents, and the cascades ? 

All hasten to the stream,* their intermediary 

between the mountain and the river. Pleasant 

reminder of the brook, for it is the younger 

brother of the river. Only, other brooks, 

coming from various directions, have made 

the great sister m01·e imposing. 

Nothing can be more charming, nothing 

more skilfully picturesque, than our rivers 

after they have descended from the hills. 

A tranquil course; and happy banks, where 

the trees seem to have planted themselves 

• [\V e have no exact distinction in English between la jleuve and /a 1·ivierc. I have, there
:fore, adopted "stream" as an equi vale.nt fur the former. --T1'an.'!lato1·.] 
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spontaneously, where all innocent lives take shelter. You can scarcely 

hear the waters pass. The good, placid cows, amidst the lofty 

herbage, essay to drink, and, motionless, stare at you with large 
17 
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and dreamy eyes. The small skitf 

is ready. It will not move very 

fast. What if I enter it ? The 

solitude is deep, but not imposing. 

Who would disturb its peace ? The 

emotions it generates are vague and 

sweet. The tiny flowerets of the 

meadows which I hold scattered on 

my knees breathe only a delicate 

perfume. 

Evening already comes ; its 

shades begin to fall. But warm 

rays traverse them, gliding under 

the leaves like a luminous dust. 

The birds know, however, that it 

will soon be night, for the full

orbed moon is rising, and touching 

with silvery fingers the ample 

stream. They seek and summon 

one another. Their songs seem 

cndeJ. That which in yonder 

sequestered nook still sinlcs and 

rises has something in it of a com

plaint. Perhaps the song of a 

solitary who has no other happiness 

here below than dreaming, and is 

mad for love of the light. He 

salutes with an impassioned accent 

the waning ray. He mounts, and 

mounts even higher, in his anxiety 

to catch another glimpse of it. 

With wing and voice he darts after 

that other Love which is fieeing 

from him. 
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Day, in effect, is on the point of death. It verily seems as if the 

river were also conscious of this fact, and forgot to flow. If the 

leaves did but rustle in my path, I think I could move no further. 

Flow on, 0 river! Flow on, ye hours ! Flow always more and 

more gently, and then down yonder, at the curve of the bank, I shall 

not see that all is changed ! 



CHAPTER IV. 

OUR RIVER :-THE LOIRE. 

THE slumberous idyll has ceased to be. I hear the loud voice of the 

stream awakening. It rolls, powerful, rapid, irresistible; it canies 

onward in its fulness the forces of a world. ·with the rivers have 

come to it all the waters which, under a thousand forms, have traversed 

the earth. It has taken them up one by one on its route; it carries 

them on together in a majestic amplitude, in the face of him who 

created them. 

Thus, then, the life of the fresh waters is on the point of 

terminating. The salt :flood, marching towards them, comes to 

offer union; a solemn marriage, desired and planned by Nature, which 

at the last hour she seems desirous to retard, and regretfully to 

consummate. 

We do not wish to advance this hour. The great stream is no 

more a fugitive apparition of the water. Its route is long. Before 

rendering itself up to the sea, it will sometimes have to traverse an 

entire continent. 
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Before arriving, each stream must fulfil its mission. One has 

created a land at its source; the other, at its month, has created a 

delta. Some have done nothing, either in their upper or lower 

channel; but they have been great highways open to the advantage 

of the nations. 

Such is the Thames, which, creating nothing, is content to be the 

very centre of the world. And at London is situated its laboratory, 

the mighty furnace of its activity. 

A strange and troubling contrast, which interferes with every 

preV1s1on. This river which, in its upper course, is a sweet monoto

nous idyll for the dreamers,-this glassy Thames, which has all the air 

of forgetting itself in a Norman landscape, among picturesque cottages, 

suddenly changes. In its upper course it is bright with leafy villages: 

Goring, with its stately church; Pangbourne, and Sunning,-where 

the torrent rolls lazily under an ancient briuge; Cookham, Maiuen

head, Caversham,-a charming retreat; and Walton, with its memories 

of the Roman spears! Who remembers these when leaving behind 

the rustic art and gardens of Pope ? Behold, it has become majestic 

with structures, and from its Rolitary dream sprung into a burning 

a.ctivity! Behold it all aflame, and sown at night with intertwining 
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sparks-a river of fire! The fogs from on high are in quest of it, and 

through their white trail the shadows of giants pass and repass in 

every direction. 

But, as soon as it emerges from the bounds of the great metropolis, 

thick, and sombre, and sorrowful, it glides forward, immense and slow, 

carrying the burden of its fleets. To the spectator it sa,ys : " I am the 

troubled channel of the world, the river of Huma,nity." 

Our little European world at first allures me. I feel its dimen

sions harmonized to the proportions of my gaze. Its nvers are 

not seas of fresh water; if I stray for a moment, I know how to 

retrace my steps. And yet, those rivers of ours, how they differ 
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among themselves. How various are their ways, if we do but com

pare them~ 

What annoys me is t.o see that most of them are strangers by their 

origin to the country which they traverse, or that they flow far away 

from the land of their birth. Our Rhone, so French in character, is 
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Swiss by birth. Our Scheldt, born among the hills of Picardy, 

becomes Belgian, to empty itself into the Northern Sea. 

At this time, when my native soil, so cruelly rent, IS so dear, so 

very dear to me, I would fain follow up a stream wholly French from 

its source to its mouth. 

What can I, a Frenchwoman, say, but that it is this stream which 

has made our France,-its very heart, which itself was formed at first, 

while its extremities, north and south, were as yet lying expectant 

under the waters. 

The Loire of ancient race was not a tolTent, primarily, like so many 

other rivers. 

At the base of the domes of granite, where she was born between 

the roots, successive lakes have hollowed themselves out, as in Canada. 

Not to sleep there. The epoch of peaceful creations was past. An 

agitated soul, already captive under the stone, longed for day and for 

breathing-space. To the slow, regular upheavals of the first hour 

succeeded the violent irruption. The waters of the lakes above began 

to :flow; the earth, as if seized by a spirit of emulation, from under

ground sent up its streams and cataracts of lava. It was, so to speak, 

the work of a gloomy spirit, of a genius of the shades. Over the gray 

and tawny granites sweeps the black basalt, covering everything with 

its funereal gloom. 

In this period of birth the waters preside ; they stir by the power

ful force of their vapour the vast table-land which shall be the centre 

of France. There, for tens of thousands of years, perhaps, our Loire 

will labour. Sometimes, in the very middle of the lakes, and from 

the subterranean furnace, would suddenly protrude a white-hot dyke. 

All around a hell would boil. The waters, taken by surprise, displaced, 

hurled back again, made all haste to fly. One heard them hissing; one 

saw them smoking, like an immense boiler. They must yield the 

place, however, to the giant, and go on further. And of this the proud 

and menacing peaks are witnesses, which rear themselves in solitary 

grandeur upon the dried-up plain. 

When, under these Titanic upheavals, the fire itself was buried, the 

waters, still remaining, began a new kind of work. In wrath with 
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the very height'S created by their own power, they sought to descend. 

Through the rugged maze of granites and basalts the Loire excavated 

its channel. Next to the spirit of fire, the spirit of the rock became 

its torment. It crossed a portion of the Ardeche and of Mont Gerbier, 

through its weird gorges, by the .assistance of its a:ffiuents, the Cher 

and the Allier, whose terrible floods were destined to bear down every 

obstacle. 

It is there-the wilJ, the dreaded, the unconquerable Loire ! 

Lower down, it appears less gloomy, but still, in its plateau of the 

Saone and Loire, very austere. It "leaps down from it, and enters 

the level Loiret. It has dearly purchased its peace and its repose. 

At Blois, scarcely feeling that it is enticed along, it falls into a state of 

dream. Its slow waters forget themselves among the groves. The 

sky, nearly always half-veiled, the warm atmosphere in which one 

bathes, and which one scarcely feels, the landscape rendered almost 

monotonous by its tender mildness, seem like an invitation to sleep. 

And the delightful castles terraced along its banks, or retiring to 

some short distance from them, in solitary recesses, behind their screens 

of poplars,--are they not the abodes of forgetfulness ? 

What came all our kings to seek here ? 

Charles VII. at Amboise, Louis XII. at Blois, Francis I. at Cham

bord, and the whole race of the Valois ? Too much forgetfulness, 
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perhaps; too much refinement in their pleasures. Le Casse has said: 

"No one feels there any effort or fatigue ; and the Italian queens could 

continue their idle dreams." 

A hundred years later, Madame de Sevigne, the lively Burgundian, 

found this plain of the Loire just the same; and she, too, was never 

weary of admiring it. "I am in my boat," she writes, "floating in the 

current, at a long distance from my chateau." However, she preferred 

not to be there alone. She was in herself a little too like the beautiful 

Loire, in its indolent slowness. At Blois, while she wrote "roman

esquement" to her daughter, on the river's bank, she heard a thousand 

nightingales. At Ingrande, twenty-five leagues lower down, "we have 

arrived with the same fine weather, the same aspect of the river, and, 

I believe, the same nightingales." Why does she not take notice of 

the rude weirs that sometimes obstruct the river's course, and yet are 

always such pleasant adjuncts of the landscape ! 

Soon the Loire can advance no further. It is so close to the limit 

of its course, that it seems as if it must really make all haste. But it 

has much rather the air of turning back again. These backward coils 

are not like the undulations of water on its course. Within its folds 

it embraces the islands, and sleeps in its intertanglements. 
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It might be said that the force it still retains, it exhausts by en

larging and extending its bed. Its heavy, muddy waters dragged 

themselves along, as it was, with considerable difficulty. But is the 

diminution of the incline its only obstacle? 

Is there not a more secret cause for this delay? 

I could venture to say, a regret. At all events, a desire for a cer

tain defence or protection against the strong creature which it has 

come so far to seek. From the distance it has maintained its course, 

until now it is in face of its destroyer. And as it draws near, 

observe its indecision; there rises, as it were, a rampart between it 

and that boundless ocean which is about to absorb it in its infinity. 

But delaying too long, it grows weaker still, and it can offer no 

more resistance. Ocean approaches and entices it; the river follows, 

and, without knowing it, giYes way. 



CHAPTER V. 

THE WORLD-CREATORS :-THE GANGES-THE MISSISSIPPI. 

THIS delay of the stream, moreover, creates a world. Having come 

from on high, from the land of the mountains, it loads itself with the 

shining tribute of the torrents. The heavier deb1-is have remained 

behind, but the mud agitated by the current remains suspended there, 

and sinks. The trees also have floated. Thus fi·om afar the great 

summits deliver up to the waters which furrow them the elements of 

these new worlds. From the frozen rock, which, for thousands of 

centuries, perhaps, has stood still under the mantle of snows, issue the 

springs of renovation. The duration of the planet is only at the cost 

of an eternal metamorphosis. In what the air, the heat, and the cold 

have detached fi·om the mountains, in the results of its incessant 

" moultings," and its partial deaths, Nature, intelligent and fecund, 

exhibits the germs, the embryos of future continents. 

The streams compressed between lofty banks, or favoured by a 

rapid slope, carry masses of alluvium to the sea. The Ganges, deeply · 
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embedded in the rocks, pours forth, at the epoch of its great floods, a 

fourth of its weight in mud. Its delta, accordingly, increases every 

ten days by three thousand feet. The Brahmapootra, its brother and 

rival, having set out from the other side of the Himalaya, comes just 

to the same point to deposit its avalanche of mud. These two giants 

arrive with immense forces; they are at this hour the all-powerful 

masters. They create, by their united power, a delta of three hundred 

superficial leagues. The sea, with its feeble tides, feels itself con

quered beforehand; it yields. And far away, on its emerald-green 

surface, float the red waters which are called "oily." 

The struggle, however, is but adjourned; it must be eternal: at the 

season of the monsoons, the mountain-storms are appeased, and the 

river-waters low. The sea takes a terrible revenge. With its accumu

lated waves, it falls upon the shaking shore; crushes, shatters, dis

solves it. For a great distance it carries away the shapeless mud, 

until it sinks into the fa.thomless depths. 

The work of the Ganges is only delayed. Upon the remains of 

each season's labour, vast jungles quickly address themselves to the 

task of springing into impenetrable forests. Man as yet cannot live in 

them. But for the agile and powerful beast, seldom at rest, nearly 

always leaping hither and thither,-for the tiger,-they have become 

a kingdom. 

Imposing as may be these streams of Asia, they must submit to the 

vast arteries ·which furrow the American solitudes. America, that 

eldest-born of the world, which might well lay claim to repose, still 

offers us the image of a young earth in travail. All is there at work. 

even as in the first hour. 

On one side, the West, we have seen the volcanic forces in action ; 

all the Cordilleras, smoking and flaming, traversing the whole of 

America, from south to north, like a long serpent of fire. 

In the East, the empire belongs to the waters. In every direction 

they furrow the savannahs and the pampas ; they modify them inces

santly, bringing, taking away, upheaving, or levelling their surface. 
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In South America, when at certain moments of the year the 

snows, touched by the sun and penetrated with the hot breath 

of the volcanoes, melt suddenly, and at once,-when the vapours of 
the Pacific, passing above the Cordilleras, pour down upon peak 

and summit, and fall in cataracts on the plain,-then all disappears. 

An immense shoreless sea extends along the horizon its infinite 

monotony. 

The dry season returns, the flowers reappear; but not, as in our 

countries, in scattered groups. On the gray shade of the pampas, under 

the leafy screen of the virgin forests, entangles and interlaces the laby

rinth of their extravasated currents. It is impossible to distinguish 

what issues from the stream and what returns to it. The Orinoco and 

the Amazons, through an affluent as large as a river, the Cassiquiare, 

which falls into the Rio Negro, communicate and mingle with one 

another, and together feed the whole system of false rivers, false lakes, 

and bayous. 

It is a curious circumstance that all these waters flow or sleep in a 

gloomy condition, as if heavy with mourning; they drape their banks 

with black. In the open place~ there are no birds, life, or animation. 

Even the mosquitoes keep themselves at a distance. The air which 

they inhale is irrespirable. 

The inquiring seeker, the Christopher Columbus of these solitudes, 

who attempts to recover his traces in the black Dredalian maze, 

wanders there alone like a spirit. Nevertheless, some races recently 

lived in harmony with this strange world, which it ought, at whatever 

cost, to have preserved. 

Humboldt, in a dense forest watered by the Orinoco, found there 

the cemetery of a people: six hundred skeletons in coffins of palm 

boughs. Urns of baked clay, with singular serpent-like or crocodile

like handles, preserved the dust of the older dead. A sirigle inhabitant 

was living, the last representative of a destroyed people. He spoke a 

language which no one living could understand. Near him an old 

parrakeet was conversing still with the everlastingly buried soul of 

the vanished race,-the Atures. 
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The few tribes which still linger about the head waters of the 

Amazons, are constantly ascending higher, and seeking the deepest and 

remotest solitudes. The desert does not frighten them, nor its perilous 

tenants. But what they fear, and what they would no longer see, is 

the pale faces,-who have killed their fathers; whose paleness is not of 

life; is but its phantom, the apparition of mighty and cruel spirits, 

which hunt them to slavery or death. 

They know what ·these spirits speak; they have heard them. 

They speak no more. Silent in their skiff, if they descry at a distance, 

floating silently along, the friends of their race, they draw forth a flute, 

and in grave and nearly low voices communicate to one another their 

thoughts. No others than themselves possess the secret of these plaints, 

these sighs. Not a single accent is devoted to joy. 

does not exist; nothing but the accent of tears. 

Tho major tone 

The soul of the 

iVIU1'0S, like the waters which bear them, seems to have assumed for 

ever the lament of those who are no more. 

Their deep melancholy does not originate only in their misfortunes. 

Without knowing it, they suffer from the excessive potency of Nature. 

She, too, is gloomy everywhere, as if overwhelmed by the very excess 

of her forces. She seeks her life, and cannot recover it on the im

mensity of the waters. That giant of rivers, the Amazons, as yet has 

created nothing; or, at the most, a few islands in its channel which 

will not be of long duration. At its mouth there is no vestige of a 

delta. It carries everything into the sea, where its current is visible 

at one hundred leagues from the shore. It may be asserted, perhaps, 

that its mission is to suppress the barrier between the two oceans; to 

marry together the Pacific and the Atlantic, in despite of the lofty 

Cordilleras. 

In North America, the hydrographical system seems better ordered. 

The Mississippi, that first of all labourers, appears everywhere intel

ligent and active; whether it distributes along its route the over

abundance of its fifteen hundred affiuents, or whether, in the face of 

the sea, it extends its colossal delta. 

Setting out from on high, from its lake of Itasca, and compressed 
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at first within abrupt rocks of fantastic forms, it seems a prisoner 

guarded from above, and without any channel of escape. But as it 

moves forward, the bastions sink or crumble; soon there remain of 

them only a few scattered ruins. Between its enlarged banks the 

captive at length feels that it is free. The grand sanctuary of the oaks, 

on either side, opens up to it its porticoes. Under their low roofs it 

extends, and flows without change for more than a hundred leagues, 

and without any distinctive sign to show you in the morning that 

you are far from the place where darkness surprised you on the pre

ceding evening. 

From all quarters hurry to it, however, the troubled and turbu

lent waters. Farewell to its silvery limpidity! However broad may 

be its bed, it cannot contain everything. Happily the soil is no 

longer, as in the north, a soil of granite. Cavernous landslips con

·trive underneath it a number of secret outlets. And this process will 

extend to the creation of a subterranean sea. In the desert of the 

prairies, which nearly all the year are free from rain, if you dig m 

the soil you will find the waters rising everywhere, and eager to 

burst forth. 

But even this is not sufficient to relieve it of its burden. It rises 

continually, and swells, and upheaves its waves in the form of a 

vaulted roof of from ten to fifteen feet. Its voice resounds like the 

voice of Ocean. We see it accordingly, at various points, opening up 

its artery. From these drains escapes a complete net-work of veins, 

which flow toward the sea. The river, always full and always domi

nant, sees its children at work. For they, too, labour after their 

fashion. Gradually upon their mud a new world rises : mobile, fragile 

-the "trembling prairies," where human foot never dares to tread

but round about which the narrow and light canoe glides in all direc

tions, and already takes possession. 

The Mississippi, in a century and a half, has accomplished a mighty 

work-all Lower Louisiana. In 1700 you would have sought in vain 

a site for New Orleans. It is now one hundred and ten miles from the 

river's mouth. 
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In 1722, Charlevoix saw the soil of the delta formed and solidified 

i11 ton years. 

Whence came this miracle of rapid creation? Three Clrcum

stances combined to accomplish it: materials in an immense quantity, 

a cement of tenacity sufficient to comhine and weld them, and a 

laborious river wholly abandoned to its own action .. 

On the banks of the Mississippi, the Missouri, the Ohio, and of all 

the higher affiuents, dense forests covered the soil, having no other 

enemies than the hurricai).es in the season of storms. The trees 

uprooted by the gale, soon borne downwards under the deluge of 

the rain, fell into the torrents and the rivers, and being caught by 

the current, reached the parent-stream in long flowery islands. 

These improvised gardens defiled rapidly. It was like a charming 

VIswn. The sea awaited them. All, however, did not reach it. 

In the narrow gulfs and windings of the river many were stayed 

in their progress, and welded together with the shore. And even 

those which the current impelled to the embouchure, were not 

hopelessly lost. Higher up, the errant and muddy waters could 

not have retained them; but lower down, the subterranean stream, 

created by the superabundance of the waters of the Mississippi, acted 

in its turn. Loaded already with alluvium at the moment when 

it disappeared, it was absolutely needful that it should get compensa

t.ion for its route across the rocks. It arrived with its burden of lime 

and clay. Freed from its prison of stone, it sought its proper level, and 

mounted shaft-like, as from an Artesian well, to rejoin the Mississippi, 

which was, in truth, its very self in its upper course. Its column of 

water, as it sprung upward, flung around it the mud with which it 

was charged. An island arose, an island of circular form. From its 

orifice, instead of lava, issued the viscous, tenacious water; it trickled 

round about the cone, enlarging it, and rapidly raising it to a height 

of thirty, with a circumference of fully three hundred feet. Herbs 

and reeds hastened to push forward. Advanced posts of the mainland, 

they lived there as they could, on fresh water or brackish water; they 

intertwined their roots to resist the attacks of the sea, and thus, in 

time, the island was firmly fixed. 
18 
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Let us figure to ourselvell what occurred when a complete raft 

anived before the toiling Mud Lump. Immediately, it was caught, 

bound, and fixed for ever. A ship's anchor, having yielued to the 

attraction of a Mud Lump, it was found on the following day so 

deeply embedded that a considerable time was spent in getting it free. 

If the summit of the crater crumbled, the base remained solid, and 

was increased by everything that came within its reach. The conical 

island, having thus gradually become level, was quickly attached to 

terra firma. 

Upon this improvised soil, man imitated Nature. To build with 

stone would have been too long an operation : like the Mississippi, 

he built in wood; his cities, in twenty years, became so many capitals. 

To-day, too, the American pioneer who meditates the foundation of a 

new city in the Far West, sends from Chicago* thousands of ready

made houses, which have only to be planted. 

But man has not entered the forest only to erect habitations. He 

has felled the trees to make fields. The virgin forest recedes before 

his advance, and scarcely brings any further tribute to the river. The 

few trees which still occasionally fall in its channel are caught en 

?'oute by the riverine inhabitants. Out of every thousand, not more 

than two descend to New Orleans. 

The Mississippi has seen itself dethroned from its m1sswn. Mud 

1s incessantly pouring down, and always in greater quantities. It in

creases proportionately the nakedness of the earth. The Missouri 

alone conveys to it from the Rocky Mountains, from Nebraska, its 

prairies eight hundred leagues in breadth, wherewith to build a con

tinent. At the melting of the snows, the river is neither more nor less 

than a torrent of mud. The steam-boat strives, but in vain, to conquer 

their resistance. The American cannot wait. In the glowing furnace 

which sets the boiler a-roaring, he casts a barrel of resin; the blue 

flame rises, and the steamer, shivering like a panting steed, bounds 

forward with a wonderful impetus. But one knows not whether it 

* [Destl·oyed by fire in October 1871, while these pages were passing through the press.] 
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will pass the obstn.cle, or explode and bury itself under its own 

fragments. 

All these mud-currents descend to the sea; but not so the timber 

rafts. The riverine current has nothing more to solder. The },fud 

liwmps, less tenacious, submit to the sea, which makes war upon them 

at the epochs of low-water. 

How slow, how sad has creation become ! Neither water, nor 

earth, nor sea. The new shores are no longer shores. The huts of 

the pilots float on the surface, and their owners drop anchor, lest 

they should drift out to sea. 

In centuries, perhaps, what the Mississippi built up in ten years, 

will offer the piteous image of things in germ which can take no form, 

and can never root themselves. 

For myself, I prefer to contemplate its upper course, where it can 

still awaken in me the sentiment of an immense power, where it is still 

working among its children. In the bright hours of morning, when I 

see it descend, luminous and rapid, I feel that it exalts and it 

encourages me, and excites me to action. 
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